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CHAPTER I
SURVEY OF PRESENT CONDITIONS
I. BUILDING
The Columbus Day Nursery is located at 371 West Fourth
Street in South Boston. It is a two-story red brick building
which the Knights of Columbus bought from the Telephone
Company, and has been occupied by the nursery for ten years.
The first floor is one large room, about seventy-eight
by thirty-one feet, with only one comer cut off for the
entrance. The lighting in this room is good. There are four-
teen large windows, three and two-thirds by nine feet; two
face south, five face east and seven face west. The front
windows facing north are different; three of them are right
together and are about eleven feet wide, and the fourth one is
four and two-thirds feet wide. There are twenty-two electric
light fixtures extending from the ceiling.
The heating equipment in this room is not satisfactory
for a day nursery. It consists of six rows of pipes extending
about fifty feet along either side of the room ana across the
back. These pipes are from twelve to thirty-six inches from
the floor. At present benches are placed in front of the






A temporary partition eight feet high has been built
adjacent to the entrance to be used for an office and reception
room. This again is not satisfactory because the height of
it affords no privacy when the children are in the large play-
room.
The natural lighting and exposure on the second floor
is good for rooms having north, south and west exposure, but
there are no windows on the east side. A hallway runs along
this side of the building on the second floor. Natural light
is not essential, but it would be very desirable for it is
used as the locker room for the group occupying this floor.
'The heating equipment is satisfactory. Artificial lighting is
also good.
The front room on the second floor, about twenty by
twenty-one feet, is used for a playroom for the younger child-
ren. A half-way partition encloses a small comer, five by
eight feet, affording lavatory and toilet facilities during
play time for this group. It is not sufficient to accommodate
the entire group for routines because there is only one
toilet and one washbowl.
Opening off of the front room is a rather large room,
about seventeen by twenty-five feet, which is used for a
sleeping room. This room has a large window and a second door
.e
\
which opens on to the hall.
Beyond the sleeping room is the faculty room, about
nine by twenty-two feet. This also has one window on the west
side of the building.
The lavatory opens off of the teachers’ room. 'There
are five washbowls and five toilets in this room. It is
about twelve by twenty-two feet. One corner, six and one-half
by six and one -half, has been cut off to make a cupboard
which opens into the kitchen.
The combined kitchen and dining room extends across the
back of the building on the second floor. It is a large room,
about thirty-one by nineteen feet. One window opens on the
west side and two on the south. The back door opens on to
the fire escape.
In the hall, adjacent to the lavatory, is a cupboard
for storing cleaning utensils. There is a utility sink in the
cupboard.
The main portion of the basement has recently been con-
verted into a large playroom which is used when the weather
does not permit outdoor play. This room has three large
windows on the front and six along the west side. The lower
frames of these windows are about five feet from the floor.
Two windows on the east side have metal shutters on so they















ceiling and there are numerous current outlets around the room.
A drinking fountain and a washbowl are on one side of the room.
In a small washroom on the east side of the basement
is a sink and two toilets.
Beyonu the washroom is another small room where the
oil heater and the water heater are. A third small room
toward the back accommodates the oil supply.
In the back west corner is a large cupboard with
shelves for storing the kitchen supplies.
The back door opens on to a rather small cement yard.
As a result of the fire inspection made during December
only one recommendation was made, namely, that if the basement
room was to continue to be used for a playroom the doors In
that room should have metal coverings.






slide, wooden, 68 in. high
3 tricycles; 1 large, 1 medium, 1 small
2 wagons, 26 in. x 15 in. x 11 in. high
3 garden swings
2 sand boxes, 105 in. x 22 in. x 22 In.
2 see -saws




, X 8 in. x 3 in
8, 8 in. X 8 in. ;x 4 in.
1, 16 in.> X 4 In. x 4 in
2, 16 in.. X 8 in. x 4 in
12, si in.. X 8-1 in . X Bi :
2, r*o In. X si in. x 8i i 1
12 standing men, wooden, 5 in. x 3 in.
5 standing animals, rooster, pig, sheep, cow,























2 doll cradles, 1 large, 1 small
2 doll carriages, large
1 doll crib, large
1 doll bed, orange crate
3 chairs, orange crate
















4, 60 in. X 28 in.
3, 60 in. X 24 in.
1, 72 in. X 29^- in
1, 47 in. X 30 in.
1, 42 in. X 26 3/4
1, 40 in. X 24 in.
1
,






in. x 27 in.
x 30 in., metal top
50 in x 30 in. x oO in












2, 13 in. X 24 in. X 27 in
1, 43 in
.
X 30 in. X 27 in
1, 28 in. X 24 in. X 26 in
1, 24 in. X 13 in. X 26 in
1, 60 in. X 30 in. X 28 in
9, 60 in X 14 in. X 21 in
chairs
31, 11-J in. high, folding
30, 12 in. high, straight
3, 9 in. high, straight
9, 17 in. high, arm chairs
10, 13 in. high, arm chairs
16, 18 in. high, straight
75, 16 in. high, folding
























Kelvinator, 31 in. x 23 in. x 56^- in.
1 stove, 4 burner, 1 oven, 49-^ in. x 34 in.
10 benches, 72 in. x 12 in. x 14 in.
Miscellaneous
1 roll-top desk, small
1 typewriter, portable
1 card file, wooden
40 blankets
4 folding screens




1 mirror, 29 in. x 19-|- in.
6 fire extinguishers









1 Jesus and I chart
1 electric iron
1 towel rack
1 pair of steps, 24 in. high
1 Christmas crib and decorations
1 clothes basket







canned food supply, monthly



















Books for adults and older children *
Andress, J. Mace, The Health Parade
,
Boston: Ginn, 1939
Bancroft, Jessie H., Game s for the Playground, Home, School and
Gymnasium
,
New York: Macmillan, 1921
Bennett, Richard, Hannah Marie
,
New York: Doubleday, Doran, 1939
Bigham, Madge A., Sonny Elephant , Boston: Little, Brown, 1932
Blow, Susan, Motto es and Commentaries of Proebel ' s Mother Play
,
New York: D. Appleton, 1395
,







New York: D. Appleton, 1918




Bowen, Elizabeth, The House in Paris, New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1936
Bryce, Catherine, The Safe-Way Club, New York: Thomas Nelson,
1938
Butler, Alban, Lives of the Saints
,
New York: Benziger, 1394
Children's Eureau Publication No. 8, Infant Care , Washington:
United States Government, 1933
Colum, Padriac, Where the Winds Never Blew, New York:
Macmillan, 1940








Daughter of Charity, Little Catherine of the Miraculous Medal
,
















Books for adults and older children (cont'd)
Daughter of Charity, The Soul of Elizabeth Seton, dew York:
Benziger, 1S3S
Delehanty, franc is W.
,






Hans Brihker or the Silver Skates, Boston:
Ginn, IS17




Faxon, Grace B., compiler, Practical Selections from Twenty
Years of Normal Instructor and Primary Plans , Dansville,
New York: F. A. Owen, 1913
Foster, Josephine C. and Neith E. Headley, Education in the
Kindergarten
,
New York: American Book, 1936
Froebel, Friedrich, The Education of Man, New York: I).
Appleton, 1837
,




Gay, Zhenya and Fachita Crespi, Manuelito of Cos ta Rica
,
New
York: Julian Messner, 1940
Gesell, Arnold, The Normal Child and Primary Education
,
Boston: Ginn, 1912.
Graves, Etta Merrick, A Year of Primary Education Work
,
Thi rd
Term, Boston: Educational, 1911
Harper, Wilhelmina, Easter Chimes
,
New York: E. P. Dutton, 1942
Holling, Holling Clancy, Paddle to the Sea, Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1941
Hope, Laura Lee, Bunny Brown and His Sister Sue on an Auto Tour
,
New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1217















Books for adults and older children (cont’d)
International Kindergarten Union, The Kindergarten , Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1913
Kelly, Eire P., The Land o f the Polish People , Philadelphia:
J. B. Lippincott, 1943
Lucas, William Palmer, The Health of the Runabout Child , Hew
New York: Macmillan, 1924
Marmontel, Marie J. F., The Greatest of These , Saint Faul,
Minnesota: Catechetical Guild, 1941
Maurois, Andre, Frederick Chopin
,
New York: Harper, 1942





Philadelphia: Peter Reilly, 1936
M. M. and Robin, About J esus
,
Nev; York: Longmans, Green, 1937
Morrison, Gertrude, 'The Girl
3
of Central High on Lake Luna
,
New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1914






Philothea and Sister Mary Paula, The Story of Blessed Julie
,
Cincinnati: Ad-Vantage, 1932
Prichard, Virginia Cole, a Christmas Story
,
New York: E. P.
Dutton, 1939
^uinn, Vernon, Picture Map Geography of Mexico, Central
America and the »e s t Indi es
.
New York: Frederick A.
Stokes, 1943
Sister Maryanna, The Littlest Angel, Nev/ York: Edward O’Toole
1942
Stein, Evaleen, Gabriel and the Hour Book, Boston: L. C.
Page, 1906
Sweeny, Mary E. and Marian S. Vreckenridge, How to Feed Child
ren in Nursery Schools, Detroit: Merrill -Palmer School,
1944

Books for adults and older children (cont’d)
Thompson, Mary Wolfe, Farmtown Tales, New York: S. P. Dutton,
1923
Wagenhauser, Nita, Li ttle Stories of Chris t ’ s Passion
,
Paterson, New Jersey; Saint Anthony Guild, 1940
Wells, Male Lounshury, and Dorothy Fox, Boy of the Woods
,
New York: 2. P. Dutton, 1942
Wheeler, Opal, and Sybil Deucher, Franz Shubert and His Merry
Friends
,
New York; 2. P. Dutton, 1939
Children’s Books




New York: 2. P. Dutton, 1933
Bennett, Rowena and Carolyn rorayth, Teddy 1 s Sailboat and Other
Stories, Chicago: Rand McNally, 1942
Brown, Margaret -ise, saby Animals
,
New York: Artists' and
writers' Guild, 1S41
Claxtcn, Ernest, A. Child ' s Grace
,
New York: E. P. Dutton, 1938
Crampton, Gertrude, Tootle
,
New York: Simon and Shuster, 1945




Fabres, Oscar, illustrator. The Chop - Chop Train, Kenosha,
Wisconsin: James and Jonathan, 1946
Frommholz, Hilda, illustrator. Sleepy Time Stories
,
Racine,
Wi s cons in : Vvhi tman
,
1945

















New York: Samuel C-abriel, 1942
Gay, Romney, Nursery Tales
,




.few York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1937







Racine, Wisconsin: Whitman, 1945







New York: Thomas Nelson, 1939
Kirby, Anastasia, A Dream of Chri stmas Eve, Paterson, New
Jersey: Saint Anthony Guild, 1937
Lowrey, Janette Sebring, The Poky Little Puppy
,
New York:
Simon and Shuster, 1942
McLoughlin Company, publisher, Li ttle Boy Blue and Other Poems
for Children
,
Springfield, Massachusetts: McLoughlin, 1941
,




Nyce, Helene, Butterfll es
,
Akron, Ohio: Saalfield, 1938








Saalfield Company, publisher. The Little Red Hen, Akron, Ohio:
Saalfield, 1942
Snow, Dorothea, Goofy the Goat
,
Kenosha, Wisconsin: James and
Jonathan, 1946
Stahlman, Catherine, Bunny Blue
,
Chicago: Rand McNally, 1946
















































Children* s books (cont’d)




Chicago; hand McNally, 1945








Berge, Louis, book of ferns, Boston: McLaughlin and Reilly, 1924
Crowninshield
,
Ethel, The Sing and Play i^ook, Boston: Boston
Music, 1938




Damielson, Frances W. and Grace W. Conant, Songs for Little
People
,
New York: Pilgrim, 1905
Davison, and Thomas W. Surette, compilers. Rote Songs
,
Boston: Boston Music, 1920
Frost, Bernice, At the Piano, Boston: uDston Music, 1935




Hamlin, Alice P. and Margaret G. Guessford, compilers. Singing
Games for Children
,
Cincinnati, Ohio: Willis, 1941
Jenks, Harriet and Mabel Rust, Song Echoes from Child Land
,
Boston: Oliver Ditson, 1896
Page, N. Clifford, editor, Iri3h Songs, Boston: Oliver Ditson,
1907
Riley, Alice C. and Jessie L. Gaynor, Songs of the Child World
,
Cincinnati: John Church, 1897
















Smith, Eleanor, The AT t e rnat e Third Book of Vocal Music, New





























Humber Composition Composer Artist
Victor
18669-B Alabama Moon Mary Earl F. Ferera - A.
Franchini
18111-B All Erin Is Calling,
Mavourneen
Ward-0 ' Kara Charles Harrison
16391-B Angel of Love ./oldteufel Arthur Pryor's
Band
18331
-A Arkansaw Traveler Burch enal Victor Band
64878 The Barefoot Trail Phelps -
Wiggers
John McCormack
16391-A Blue Danube J. Strauss Victor Dance
Orchestra
18676-B Blue Diamonds Caddigan-
Story
Henry Burr
18540-A By the Campfire Cirling-
Wenrich
Peerless Quartet
16195-A Carry Me Back to
Old Virginny
J . Bland Orpheus Quartet
16289-B Come Back to Erin Claribel Hayden Quartet
16825-A The Coming of the
Year
18656-A Daddy, You've Been
a Mother to Me
F. Fischer Henry Burr


























Bream Visions C. Stix Florentine quartet














1 . The Frog












































45109-A The Gypsy Trail Kipling-
Gall oway
17164-3 Hark 1 The Herald
Angels Sing
Mendelssohn






















18696-B Just Like a Gypsy Simons-Bayes















































Lead Kindly Light Newman-Dykes Hayden Quartet
Little Black Sambo
Part 3












F. VerBeck Paul Wing
Listen to the Mock-
ing Bird
Winner Alma Gluck













Buck Herbert John Steel
Harbach- John Steel
Hirsch









Number Composition Composer Artist
















-B My Gld Kentucky Home Stephen
Foster
Metropolitan Trio
131 27 -A Old Folks at Home Stephen
P’oster
Venetian Trio
B-514-B Old King Cole Koralites
B-10526-A On a Little Street
in Singapore
Hill-DeRose Glenn Miller and
his Orchestra
74198 Open the Gates of
the Temple
Knapp-Crosby Evan Williams









35716-A Popular Songs of
Yesterday Part 3
Auld Lang £yne

















Mi s s McCloud’s Reel
Auld Lang Syne
10994-B My Blue Heaven Whiting-
Bonaldson
18127 -B My Old Kentucky Home Stephen
Foster
18127
-A Old Folks at Home Stephen
P’os ter
B-514-B Old King Cole
B-10526-A On a Little Street
in Singapore
Hill-DeRose
74198 Open the Gates of
the Temple
Knapp-Crosby
Bk-7 -A The Pied Piper
Part 1
BK-7-3 The Pied Piper
—JarTJ
35716-A Popular Songs of
Yesterday Part 3
Auld Lang Syne



























On the Eanks of
the Wabash
Wait Till the Clouds
Roll By
Comrades












16289-A Q,ueen of My Heart Alfred Cellier Alan Turner
16394-A Rock of Ages Toplady-
Hastings
Trinity Choir
1744 6 -A The Rosary E. Nevin Alan Turner
18548- Rhythm Medley No. 1 Anderson Victor Military
Band
18548-B Rhythm Medley No. 2 Anderson Victor Military
Band








F. Gruber Elsie Baker
45145-B Silent Night, Holy F. Gruber Trinity Choir
Night





















18331-B Soldiers’ Joy Burchenal Victor Band
16371-B Spring Song Mendelssohn Victor String
Quartet
1S769-A Star of the Sea A. Kennedy Florentine quartet
1744S-B Tannhauser - The
Evening Star
Wagner Alan Turner
18640-B Taxi - One-Step Kaufman Joseph 3m i th ’ s
Orchestra





B-1052S-B This Changing World Adamson-
Sues se
Ray Sberle
61130 Thou Brilliant Bird F. David Mme. Michailowa
17302-A Washington Post March J. P. Sousa Sousa’s Band
18695-A Whispering M. & J.
Schonberger
John Steel













Number Composition Composer Artist
Columbia
78114 Alice, Where Art
Thou
As cher S . 3 . Fagan
49017 Aloha Oe Charles Roth Lucy Gates and
Columbia quartet









78966 Daddy, You’ve Been
A Mother to Me
Fisher Lev/ is James
78415 Four Little Black-
berries
0
' Connor G. H. Green






78585 Golden Gate Kendis-
Erockman
James and Harrison
77038 How Can I Forget Be rlin Robert Lewis





78397 Ida and Dot Polka Losey Buono and Chiaf-
ferelli
73521 If you Don’t Stop













Number Composition Composer Artist





39146 The Irish Washer-
woman
Prince's Orchestra












77040 Just as Your Mother
Was
Van filzer Campb ell -Burr
39145 Miss McLeod's Reel Prince's Orchestra




48858 National Zmblem March Bagley Prince’s Band
X95 Old Comrades March C. Teike Columbia Band


























49086 Sonata Beethoven Columbia Symphony
Orchestra
7 8117 Song Without Words Tschaikowsky S. S. Fagan
48857 Stars and Stripes
Forever
Sousa Prince's Band




143602 Two Black Grows
Part 1
Mack Moran and Mack
143603 Two Black Crows
Tart 2
Mack Moran and Mack
78459 The Vamp Gay Waldorf-Astoria
Singing Orchestra
78955 When My Baby Smiles Berlin Henry Burr
73273 When You Look in
the Heart of a
Rose
F. Methvan Charles Harrison
Decca
2443-B If I Had My May Kendis -Klein Bing Crosby
3790
-B Maria Hlena Barcelata-
Rus sell
Roy Srneck and His
Serenaders
252
-A Mother Goose Rhymes
Part 1
Frank Luther




























mother C-o os e .Rhymes
Part 6
Nursery Rhymes -Part 1
Nursery Rhyme3 - Pa rt 2
Nursery Rhymes - Fart
Nursery Rhymes -Part
_4
Nursery Rhymes - Part










'.This tling in the
Wildwood
Winnie the Pooh and
Chri stopher Robin
Part 1
Isn 1 t It Funny
Us Iv;o
Sing Ho 1 F'or the
Life of a Bear




No p pi ty
Market S qu ar e
Cherry Stone s










































No the r Goose Rhymes
Part
mother Go os e Rhymes
Part 6
Nursery Rhymes - Part 1
Nursery Rhymes - Pa rt 2
Nursery Rhymes - Fart
Nursery Rhymes -Part 4
Nursery Rhymes - Part
_5





Winnie the Pooh and l.ilne-Fraser
Chri stopher Robin Simpson
Part 1
Isn* t It Funny
Us Two
Sing Ho 1 F'or the
Life of a Bear

















































3790-A Yours %uireme Mucho
Vocalion
A-14212 Happy Days Strelezki
B-14212 Herd Girl's Dream Labitsky
A-14630 If I Knew You Then
As I Know You Now
Brown-Joyce-
Hanley





A-14463 Old Time Waltzes -Part 5
On a Sunday Afternoon

















































4479 Beautiful Ohio Mary Earl




















Until 1946 the Nursery was supported by the regional
unit of the Knights of Columbus . However, within the last
year the building and fourteen hundred fifty dollars were
turned over to the Homan Catholic Archbishop of Boston, Most
Reverend Richard J. Cushing.
In addition to the above amount, funds for current ex-
penses are obtained from the children's fees and from
donations. The fees are arranged on a sliding scale according
to the ability of the family to pay. At present twelve child-
ren are admitted free of charge.
The following regular donations are received from the
Catholic Daughters of America:
1. Monthly check of ten dollars for the poor.
2. quarterly checks of sixty dollars for the nursery.
3. Annual check of seventy-five dollars for food and
clothing for the poor at Christmas.
Operating expenses for the year 1946 amounted to
























Salaries >1)1, 37? .20
Telephone 75.90
Provisions 1,080.77
Heat, light, gas 550.44
Repairs 211.23
Taxes, including water 135.31
Interest on mortgage 100.00
Supplies 405.34
Total expenditures $3,916.19
Cash on hand 12/51/46 1,510.22
$5,426.41
The fees and. donations for the use of the Nursery take
care of the salaries of the housekeeper and the cook, each of
whom receives fifteen dollars a week. These fees also cover
the daily food expenses. Other expenses are met by the fund











The entire building will be renovated. The walls will
be painted, the radiators throughout the building will be re-
newed, appropriate lighting fixtures will be provided for
each room, and the linoleum flooring will be replaced by-
asphalt tile. vVherever possible and desirable the upper portions
of the partitions between rooms will be of glass to give
light to central rooms and corridors. The fire escape at the
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1 Play room. As indicated on the floor plan, the main
portion of the ground floor, approximately fifteen
hundred square feet, will be used as a playroom for
rainy days when outdoor play is impossible. There
will be an acoustical ceiling put in this room.
2 Closet. The space under the stairs provides a small
closet, four by seven feet, which opens off of the
playroom.
3 Employees’ Room. Opposite the stairs on the east side
of the building will be a locker room and lavatory
for the use of the employees* The dimensions of this
room will be ten and one-half by ten and one-half feet.
New toilets and a new sink will be put in and the
lockers will be built in the wall.
4 Dumb-waiter. Beyond the employees’ room a dumb-
waiter will be installed to open into the serving-
rooms on the upper floors.
5 Heater room. The hot water tank and the oil burner
will not be moved.

























6 Storage. In the southeast corner of the basement a
space, ten by eleven feet, is provided for the oil
tanks
.
7 Lavatories. On the west side of the building, opposite
the heater room, two small lavatories, four by nine
feet, will be provided for the use of the children.
Small toilets, twelve inches high, and sinks, twenty
inches high will be installed.
8 Kitchen. The kitchen, sixteen by sixteen feet, will
be in the southeast corner of the basement. Storage
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1 Entrance. Two new doorways will be cut through from
the entrance, one into the office (2), the other onto
the corridor (6). The accompanying sketch lacks a
door in the latter place, but it will be necessary to
have one there to cut off draughts from the stairway
in case of fire*
2 Office. The director of the day nursery will use the
first office which will be twelve by thirteen feet.
Files for all records will be kept in this room.
3 Social Service Worker’s Office. Opening off of the
main office there will be a smaller office, ten by
thirteen feet, for the use of the social worker.
4 Stairs. The stairs going to the second floor will be
to the left of the entrance.
5 Inspection and locker room. Beyond tha two front
offices will be the inspection and locker room, which
will be ten by twenty feet. Open lockers, four feet
high will be built in for the use of the children.
Book cases and cupboards with glass doors will be
built over the lockers. A new doorway will provide




























6 Corridor. A corridor, three feet and one-half wide
will extend from the front entrance to the playroom
at the back of the building. Observation windows in
the playroom (9) and glass partitions above eye level
in the office (8) and serving room (9) will provide
natural light through the corridor.
7 Storage. Opening off the corridor on the east side
of the building will be a storage room six by seven
feet. In the event of expanding the day nursery in
the future and adding another floor an elevator will
be installed in this space.
8 Nurse’s office. Adjacent to the storage room on the
east side will be an office for the use of the nurse.
Medical supplies will be kept in this room and in
case of necessity it will also be used as an isolation
room.
9 Playroom. On the opposite side of the corridor there
will be a playroom, in dimension twenty and one-half
by twenty- three and one-half feet. This will be used
mainly for quiet activities and rest periods, pro-
viding approximately nineteen square feet per child
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room face west. Sliding observation windows opening
onto the corridor will afford cross ventilation.
10 Lavatory. The lavatory, ten by fourteen feet, will
open into the playrooms on either side of it. The
partitions in this room will be fifty inches high,
thus permitting adult supervision and at the same time
affording privacy to the children. There will be
four small toilets, twelve inches high, and four wash
bowls, eighteen inches high, two each for the boys
and for the girls.
11 Water Play Room. Between the two playrooms and ad-
jacent to the lavatory there will be a small room,
six by ten feet, providing facilities for water play.
There will be an enamel trough for sailing boats and
other floating toys. A sliding observation window
will open onto the corridor.
12 Playroom. Extending across the back of the building
will be the main playroom for the group on this floor.
It will be a large room, twenty-two by thirty-one feet.
There will be six large windows, providing east, south
and west exposure. The door at the back will open on
to the fire escape. In the southeast corner of the
room a second level will be constructed to provide
..
'
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steps for climbing on one side and a wooden slide on
the other side.
13 Serving Room. Across from the water-playroom a serving
room, six by twelve feet, will open off of the play-
room. The dumb-waiter will come up in this room. A
sink and dish cupboards will be provided.
-—
-




















1 Sisters’ Room. To the right at the head of the stairs
will be the Sisters’ room. The dimensions will be
eleven and one-half by nineteen feet. A closet and a
lavatory will be provided for the use of the Sisters.
2 Storage. The space at the left of the stairs, six by
eleven feet, will be used for storage. A window, five
feet wide, will be cut in the east wall of this room.
3 Locker Room. On this floor the locker room, eight
by seventeen feet will be smaller than that on the
first floor. Lockers and cupboards will be constructed
in the same manner as described in the first floor
plans, number 5.
4 Cleaning closet. A closet for storing cleaning sup-
plies for this floor will open off the corridor. The
dimensions will be three by five feet.
5 Storage. This storage room, six by seven feet, will
provide space for the elevator when it is installed.
6 Work Shop. A small room, six by thirteen feet, to the
left of the corridor will be used as a work shop for
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windows will open onto the corridor. A window , four
feet wide, will be cut in the east wall.
7 Playroom. The dimensions of this playroom will be
twenty and one-half by twenty-eight feet. As with
the corresponding room on the first floor, this play-
room will be used for quiet activities and rest
periods. It will afford twenty-three square feet per
child for twenty-five children. Cross ventilation
will be afforded by sliding observation windows open-
ing onto the corridor.
8 Lavatory. This lavatory, twelve by sixteen feet, will
occupy the same position as the lavatory in the
present set-up. Smaller toilets, twelve inches high,
will replace the regular size toilets. Smaller wash
bowls will also be installed. These will be twenty
inches high. One toilet and one wash bov/1 will be
eliminated to provide space for entrances into the two
playrooms. The partitions between the toilets will be
shortened to fifty inches in height to facilitate
supervision. The present entrance into the corridor
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9Water Play Room. On this floor the water play room
will be five by nine feet in dimension. Doors will
be cut through to the two playrooms. A sliding ob-
servation window will replace the present door.
10 Playroom. The playroom extending across the back of
the building will be three feet shorter on the side
where the lavatory is located. Two windows, five feet
wide, will be cut through the east wall of this room.
The second level will be in the southwest corner.
11 Serving Room. This serving room will be the same as
that on the first floor. A window, four feet wide,
will be cut through the wall.
. CK-'
.
. .i . J- t i - f • J i
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.







Play materials - Group 1.
Article Company Price
Project play blocks Stephen Bishop |90.Q0
250 units
,
2 3/4 in. x
5| in. x 1 3/8 in.
180 double units, 2 3/4
in. x 11 in. x 1 3/8 in.
50 quadruple units, 2 3/4
in. x 22 in. x 1 3/8 in.
50 half units, 2 3/4 in.
x 2 3/4 in. x 1 3/8 in.
50 square pillars, 1 3/8
in. x 5-jg- in. x 1 3/8 in.
30 small cylinders, 1 3/3
in. x 5-| in.
20 large cylinders, 2 3/4
in. x in.
12 unit arches, 2 3/4 in.
x 5| in. x 1 b/S in.
8 buttresses, 2 3/4 in.
x 5^ in. x 1 3/8 in.
10 ramps, 2 3/4 in. x 5^r
in. x 1 3/3 in.
2 Y switches, 8-4 in. x 11
in. x 1 3/8 in.
10 half circles, 5-g- in. x














Play materials - Group 1. (continued)
Article Company
2 x switches, 11 in. x 11
in. x 1 3/8 in.
20 large triangles, 5g in.
x 11 in. x 1 3/9 in.
20 small triangles, 5g- in.
x 5-g- in. x 1 3/8 in.
24 roof boards, 5g- in. x
11 in. x 3/8 in.
Hollow blocks Stephen Bishop
6 small cubes, 4 in. x 4
in. x 4 in.
6 large cubes, 8 in. x 8
in. x 8 in.
12 small oblongs, 4 in. x
4 in. x 8 in.
12 large oblongs, 4 in. x
8 in. x 16 in.
12 squares, 4 in. x 8 in.
x 8 in.
Puzzles, jigsaw Educational Equipment
010 E Teddy Bear, 7 pieces






E Duck, 7 pieces
..
* i J.u :>
)
•
























Play materials - Group 1. (continued)
Article Company Price
013 E Scotty, 6 pieces
12 Goose, 6 pieces J. L. Hamnett 1.25
24 scissors no t available at
present
t 3.60
1 ream of poster paper, 9 in.
x 12 in. E. E. Babb 1.25
3 reams of #305 drawing paper,
12 in. x 13 in. E. E. Babb 4 . 50
12 reams of bogus drawing paper,
12 in. x 18 in.
E • E . Babb 21.12
12 reams of easel paper, 18 in.
18 in. x 24 in.
E. 2
. Babb 17.28
3 packages finger paint paper
15 in. x 22 in.
E. E . Babb 4.80
Wrapping paper, 36 in. roll E. E. Babb 6.00
Tempera poster paint, 32 oz.
jars, 2 red, 1 orange, 1
green, 2 blue, 1 violet,
2 yellow, 1 brown, 1
black, 1 white
E. J . Arden 24.00
1 double easel J . L. Hammett 11.75
Paint brushes J. L. Hammett 6.00
Finger paint homemade
Paint jars improvise



















2 triangles, large and small
5 rhythm sticks
1 wooden rocker
1 doll bed, 16 in. wide, 30
in. long
1 doll table
1 doll carriage, 10| in. wide,
13 in. long




1 tea set, plastic
1 set of metal pots and pans
1 dustpan, small
1 dust mop, small
1 broom, small
3 dozen clothes pins
Company Price
Hews Pottery § 1.50
J. L. Hammett 3.60
Boston Music Co. 1.38
Boston Music Co. 1.25






























1 dozen bubble pipes
5 small boats
1 Toy Tug boat - Holgate
3 aeroplanes
1 Buduy L Milk Truck
1 Auto Convoy Trailer - Hol-
gate
4 sets of floor trains -
Playskool
1 postal station - Playskool
1 caterpillar - Playskool
1 color cone (second)
1 circus wagon - Holgate
1 bingo bed
1 ^uacky Family - Fisher Price
Lotto games
Company Price



































1 Good Things to Eat
2 peg boards, 6 in.




4 rubber balls, large
4 rubber balls, medium
3 tennis balls
1 plastic ball
Play materials - Group 2
Project play blocks
250 units, 2 3/4 in. x
5-g- in. x 1 3/8 in.
180 double units, 2 3/4 in.
11 in. x 1 3/8 in.
60 quadruple units, 23/4
in. x 22 in. x 1 3/3 in.
50 half units, 23/4 in. x
2 3/4 in. x 1 3/3 in.
Company Price
J. L. Hammett $ .70
J. L. Hammett 1.50
J. L. Hamme 1
1
.70
J. L. Hamme 1 2 • 50
J. L. Hammett 1.50
J. L. Hammett 3.40







Play materials - Group 2 (continued)
Article Company
50 square pillars, 1 3/8 in.
x 5g in. x 1 3/3 in.
32 small cylinders, 1 3/8 in.
x 5 in.
24 large cylinders, 2 3/4 in.
x 52 in.
16 unit arches, 2 3/4 in. x
5g in. x 1 3/8 in.
8 buttresses, 2 3/4 in. x 5p
in. x 1 3/3 in.
20 ramps, 2 3/4 in. x 5-g- in.
x 1 3/8 in
.
2 Y switches, 8-f in. x 11 in.
x 1 3/8 in.
10 half circles, 5-g in. x 11
in. x 1 3/3 in.
2 X switches, 11 in. x 11 in.
x 1 3/8 in.
44 large triang;les, 5g in . x
11 in
.
x 1 3/ 8 in.
44 small triane;ie5S
, 5g in . x
ol in. x 1 3/3 in
.
24 roof boards, 5g in. x 11 in.
x 3/3 in.
Hollow blocks Stephen Bishop
6 small cubes, 5g in. x 5g













Play materials - Group 2 (continued)
Article Company Price
6 large cubes, 11 in.. X 11




si in. x 11 in.
12 large oblon s




12 squares, 5^ in.. X 11 in
x 11 in.
Puzzles, jigsaw Educational Equipment $. 8.75
014 E Elephant, 8 pieces
015 3 Rooster, 11 pieces
015 E Rabbit, 10 pieces
017 E Pig, 9 pieces
013 3 Cow, 11 pieces
019 E Horse, 10 pieces
020 S Sailboat, 6 pieces
30 scissors
Poster paper, colored, 9 in.
x 12 in., 1,000 sneets
Manila drawing paper. No. 305
12 in. x 18 in.
,
5 reams
Bogus paper, 12 in. x 18 in.
12 reams
not available at present 4.50
E. E. Babb 12.50
9.00
>
E. 3. Babb 21.12































Play materials - Group 2 (continued.)
Article
Finger paint paper, 15 in. x 22
in., 300 sheets
1 double easel
Easel paper, 13 in. x 24 in.,
12 reams
Tempera paint, 32 oz. jars,
2 red, 1 orange, 2 yellow,
1 green, 2 blue, 1 violet,
1 brown, 1 black, 2 white
Finger paint, homemade
1 gallon paste
2 dozen paint brushes, assorted
sizes




2 earthenware jars, 4 quart
2 tom-toms
2 triangles, large and small
8 rhythm sticks
Company Price
J. L. Hammett | 4.80
J. L. Hammett 11.75
E. E. Babb 17 . 28
5. J. Arden 26.00
J. L. Hammett 1.25
J. L. Hammett 6 . 00
improvise
J . L. Hammett 5.60















1 doll bed, 16 in. x 30 in.
1 doll table
2 toy irons
2 toy ironing boards
1 tea set, plastic, set for
six
1 metal pots and pans set
1 dustpan, small
1 dust mop, small
1 broom, small
2 dozen clothes pins
1 wash board, small
























3. S. Kresge 1.20
Jordan Marsh 3.008 boats
.




















Ferry Boat Set (10 cars and
trucks
)
Toy Tug Boat - Holgate
Mak-a-Boat - Teach a Tot
Floor Trains - Holgate
Holgate Hook and Ladder
Holgate Airplane
Playskool caterpillar
color cone - Holgate
bingo bed - Holgate
Old Roman of the Lacing
Shoe - Holgate





tennis balls - J. 0.
Higgins
Company Price
Jordan Karsh £ 2.50
Block ^hop 6.95
Jordan Karsh .75
J. L. Hamuett 3.50
J. L. Hammett 10.50
Jordan Marsh 1.50





J . L. Hammett 3 • 50
Jordan Marsh 3.50
J . L. Hammett 3.40
J . L. Hammett 1.80




Play materials - Group 2 (continued)
Article
1 work bench with vises, 59 in.
x 22 in. x 20 in. high
6 hammers, 7 oz. head
5 saws, crosscut
1 scratch awl




1 pair pliers, medium




Bolts and nuts, assorted sizes
Sandpaper
1 set garden tools
2 peg boards, 6 inch










S. S. Kresge 1.00
Sears, Roebuck 2.00
Sears, Roebuck 3.45





J. L. Hammett .70
J. L. Hammett 1.50
J. L. Hammett .70
J. L. Hammett 2.50






















Good. Things to Eat
Play materials - basement playroom.
Jungle Gym, wooden A . L . Whi t e 60.00
2 rocky boats Stephen Bishop 30.00
1 Jack’s Pony Sears, Roebuck 5.79
1 rocking horse •Tordan Marsh 6.00
1 flying ring with hanger Gledhill Erothers 4.00
1 chair swing with hangers Gledhill Erothers 7.50
1 cart and blocks - Playskool Jordan Karsh 3.50
1 push cart made to order 5.00
1 sand box, 5 ft. x 5 ft. x
1 ft.
made to order 25.00
Sandtoys, pans, cans, spoons,
sieves, gelatin molds
improvise-
6 hoops not available at
present
6.00













Play materials - bas ement playroom , (continued)
Article Company Price
12 bean bags
Play materials - yard.
homemade
New Series Gym Climb, height
6 ft., ground space 6 ft.
x 8 ft .
'
Gledhill Brothers (110.00




44 in. 1. x 14 in. w.
54 in. 1. x 14 in. w.
64 in. 1. x 14 in. w.
not available at 14.00
present
6 sawhorses made to order 12.00
2, 18 in. high
2, 8 in. high
2, 24 in. high




9 in. wheel, 36 in. x 16
in. x 3 5/8 in.
7 3/4 in. wheel, 28 in. x
14 in. x 3 5/8 in.
Sears, Roebuck 12.79
1 tricycle Jordan Marsh 12.00
2 sleds, medium and large Jordan Marsh 18.00
8 planks
2, 4 ft. x 10 in. x 7/8 in.
3, 6 ft. x 10 in. x 7/8 in.
not available at 33.50
present
2, 8 ft. x 10 in. x 7/8 in.














Play materials yard (continued)
Article Company Price
6 paint brushes, large Sears, Roebuck | 1.50
S andbox made to order 50 • 00
Sand toys
3 shovels, 3 rakes, 3 hoes S. S. Kresge 2.07
pans improvise
sifters, spoons improvise
pails J. L. Hammett 7.50
6 large shovels Jordan Marsh G) • Oo
1 screen, wagon and pail J . L . Hamme 1
1
2.25
2 packing boxes boxes f r cm new
equipment
Rocky boat Stephen Bishop 15.00
2 flying rings #453A Gledhill rothers 10.00




3 tables, 20 in. high, 42 in.
diameter J. L. Hammett y 50.25
30 chairs, 10 in. high <T. L. Hammett 150.00
12 screens, 48 in. x 33 in. Potomac Engineering 90.00
1 piano, used Pallet and Davis 200.00
2 radio - phonographs Boston Music 200.00
3 plastic tablecloths Jordan Marsh 8.00
50 yards Vinyl-coated cotton,
for smocks Sears, Roebuck 49.20
9 dozen turkish towels, 16 in.
x 28 in., (seconds), for
bibs Boston Textile 33.75
2 bird cages and stands Sears, Roebuck 28.76
2 canaries Ludlam 20.00
Vases and flower pots Jordan Marsh 10.00
2 aquariums Ludlam 10.00
Sleeping-room equipment
30 cots, 26 7/8 in. x 51 7/8
in. x 12 in. Potomac Engineering 180.00
6 screens, 43 in. x 33 in. Potomac Engineering 45.00
300 yards percale, print Boston Textile 150.00
30 woolen blankets, 72 in. x






















Sleeping - room equipment (continued)
Article





20 dozen face cloths, 13 in.
x 13 in. assorted colors,




6 wash basins, 12 3/4 in.
diameter




3 posture chairs, used





Boston Textile v 57.00
Jordan Marsh 18.00
S. S. Kresge 9.00





J. L. Hammett 3.60
Jordan Marsh 27 . 00
Ward 240.00
L. J. Peabody 49.50












3 steel storage cabinets
1 pencil sharpener
1 stapler
1 paper-cutter, 15 inch
3 name stamps
3 ink pads




1 Victor-Visible file, 5
drawer




1 Frigidaire - D 17
1 Jackson dishwasher -
electric motor
1 electric kitchen clock
1 3-step ladder stool
Company Price
L. J. Peabody $150.00
C. F. Mattingly 1.50
0. F. Mattingly 3.50
0. F. Mattingly 10.00
C. F. Mattingly 3.50
C . I . Mattingly .90
C. F. Mattingly 2. 55






















190, 9 in. plates Watertown Manufactur- >(.32 . 00
ing
100, 12 oz. bowls Jatertown Manufactur- 17.00
ing
100, tumblers, 9 oz. ..atertov/n Manufactur- 15.00
ing
100, sauce dishes .. atertown Manufactur- 15.00
ing
Pyrex dishes




2 dozen vegetable dishes Jordan Marsh 17.33
6 oblong baking pans Jordan Marsh 2.70
1 dozen pie plates, large Jordan Marsh 3.24
5 dozen individual custard
cups Jordan Marsh 3.36
Aluminum pans
1 Dutch Oven Sears, Roebuck 6.45
6 covered pots, 4 qt.,
6 qt., 8 qt. Sears, Roebuck 9.63
4 covered saucepans, 1 qt.,
2 qt
. , 3 qt . , 4 qt
.
^ears. Roebuck 4.12
3 covered kettles, 4 qt.,
5 qt
. , 8 qt
.














. , 3 qt
.




1 teakettle, 5 qt.
1 set kitchen tools, stainless
steel, 9 piece
1 set kitchen cutlery, stain-
less steel
4 garbage cans, 24 gal.
1 bolt dish toweling, 50 yards
1 dozen dish cloths
Gleaning supplies .


















J. I. Holcomb 12.00
J. I. Holcomb 3.30
J. I. Holcomb 6.00
J. I. Holcomb 1.20













3 hand scrub brushes J. I. Hole omb oo•(U
4 toilet brushes Tu • I. Holcomb 1.80
6 dustpans and brushes J. I. Holcomb 5.00
3 Jumbo Dustless Sweepers,
2-18 in. blocks, 1 -
24 in. block J . I. Holcomb 5 . 00
3 Triangle Dusters, 6 heads J. I. Holcomb Olo
6 wet mops J • I. Holcomb 6.00
Miscellaneous
.
1 Merrill Palmer testing kit 0. H. Stoelting 3 5 . 0 J
1 Bendix Jordan Marsh 250 . 00
1 electric sewing machine Singer Sewing Uschine 185.00
1 electric iron Shields 9.00
leneral equipment.
Drapery, 160 yards, assorted Jordan Marsh 200.00
Curtain material, 125 yards Boston Textile 37 . 50
Curtain and drape rods, 70















5 statues. Lady of Grace
Pictures
Holy Family, 15 in. x 30 5a.
God’s Temple, 15 in. x
13 in.









Lincoln Higgins ^43 . 50

















bannerman, Helen, Little i-lack Sambo
,
New York: Samuel Gabriel
Sons, 1946. £.75
Baruch, Loro thy. Fitter Patter, New York: William R. Scott,
1943. £1.25
Beirn, L. and G.
,
Two is A Team
,
New York: Harcourt, jerace,
1945. £l.50
Eeyer, Evelyn, All Babies Rave Tummies and Daddies Jus t Like
You, New York: William R. Scott, 1946. ;)1 . 25.
Brenner, A., I ~ant To Fly, New York: William R. Scott, 1944.
£1.50
Brice, Tony, Baby Animals
,
Chicago: Rand, McNally, 1945. ’ .60
Brooke, Leslie, Johnny Crow's warden. New York: Frederick
Warne, 1946. £T7o0
,
Johnny Crow 1 s New Garden
,
New York: Frederick .Varne,
1935. *1.50
,
Johnny Crow's Party, New York: Frederick rmne, 1942.
£1750
Erown, Margaret Wise, Baby Animal
s
,





New York: William R. Scott,




New York: William R. Scott, 1940.
£1 . '-J O
,





New York: New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1943. si. 50
,
Runaway Bunny, New York: Harper and brothers, 1942.
.1.50
< .
Children * s books (cont’d)
_,




Willie 1 s Walk to 3 randmam
a
,
New York: William R.
Scott, 1344. |1 . 25
Bryan, D. and M., Friendly Little Jonathan, New York: Dodd,
Mead, 1939. fl.Jj
,
Tamrnie and That Fuppie, New York: Dodd, Mead, 1936.
51.00
,
There was Tamrnie, Nev/ York: Dodd, Mead, 1935. £1.00





Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1942. £2.00
,
Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel, Boston: Houghton
MiTflin, 1939"! £2.00
Crampton, Gertrude, Scuffy the Tut Boat
,
Nev/ York: Simon and





Build, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1944. 1.50
Doane, Pelagie, Brother, Baby and I, New York: Grosset and
Dunlap, 19477 £I700
,
Favorite Nursery Songs, New York: Random House, 1941.
£750
,
A Smal l Child* s Bible
,
Catholic edition. New York:
Oxford University, 1946. 3.00







































Chicago: Rand McNally, 1941. $.60
,
The Little Go os i e Go si in
; ,
New York: Farrar and
Rinehart, 1934. $ .75
,





Chicago: Rand McNally, 1947. •SO
Held, Rachel, Prayer for a Child
,
New York: Macmillan, 1944.
5.60
Flack, Mar.lorie, Angus and the Cat, Rev; York: Doubleday, Doran,
1931. $1.00
,
Angus and the Ducks
,
New York; Doubleday, Doran, 1930.




New York: Doubleday, Doran, 1940. $1.00
,
Ask Mr . Bear
,
New York: Macmillan, 1935. 'i|' 1.25
,
Away Goes Jonathan Vi/heeler
,
Garden City, New York:
Garden City, 1944. $1.00
,
Boats On the River
,
New York: Viking, 1945. $2.50
,
The Story about Pin
g
,




New York: Doubleday, Doran, 1942. $1.00
,
I See a Kitty, Garden City, New York: Garden City,
1943.
,




New York: Doubleday, Dcran, 1943. $1.50
,
Wait for William, Boston; Houghton Mifflin, 1935.
$1.25
,
William and His Kitten, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1938.
rT700











Children 1 s hooks (cont’d)
Fraser, Phyllis, selector, Mother Goose
,
New York: Simon and
Shuster, 1942. £ .25
Gabriel, Samuel, publisher. Animals I Know
,
New York: Samuel
Gabriel Sons, 1940. |1.25
,
Baby 1 s Things
,





New York: Samuel Gabriel Sons, 1945.




New York: Samuel Gabriel Sons,
1940. 51725
,
The Three Bears, Nev/ York: Samuel "abriel Sons,
fT75
,
The Three Little Kittens
,





The Three Little Pigs, New York: Samuel Gabriel Sons.
I -75
,
Young Things, Nev; York: S-muel Gabriel Sons, 1945.
yT725
Gale, Leah, The Alphabet from A to Z, New York: Simon and
Shuster, 1942. K.25





New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1934. $.50
,
Picture book of Poems
,
New York: Grosset and Dunlap,
1 4 0
. ^ . j0
,
Tale of Corally Brothers
,
New York; Grosset and
Dunlap, 1942. .50
Gay, Zhenya, Funny Noise
,

























New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1937.
v • 50
Horne, G. M., Bounce, Philadelphia: John C. 'Jins ton, 1941.
$.75
I-Iowell, Virginia, Who Likes the Dark?, New York: Howell, Soskin,
1945. 11.50
Lenski, Lois, Animals For Me, .lev; York; Oxford University,
1941. $.75
,





New York: Oxford University, 1942.
4*75
,




The Little Train, New York: Oxford University, 1940.
^75
Lowrey, The Poky Little Puppy, New York: Simon and Shuster,
1942. $.75
McCloskey, Robert, Maxe Way for the Ducklings
,
New York:
Viking Press, 1941. >2.00
McCracken, fiussell. The Elegant Elephant, New York: Rand
McNally, 1944. 1.00
McCinley, Phyllis, The Horse Who Lived Upstairs
,
Philadelphia:
J. B. Lippi* ncott, 1944. $1 .50
Milne, A. A., The House at Pooh Corner, New York: E. P. Dutton,
1923. $1.25
,
Now We ire Six
,
New York: 3. P. Dutton, 1927. 1.25
,
When V.'e Were Very Young
,







New York: E. P. Dutton, 1926. $51.25
Mitchell, Lucy Sprague, Here and Now Story Book, New York:
E. P. Dutton, 1921. ^2 .50
,
Another Here and Now Story Book
,
New York: E. P.
Dutton, 1937. ;;2.50













New York: Harper and Brothers, 1944. $1.75
Paullin, Ellen, Karen Is Three, New York: Oxford University,
1946. $1.00
Pegis, Jessie Corrigan, The Children’s Book of Prayers and
Hymns
,
Kenosha, Wisconsin: John Martin’s House, 1944. $1.00








New York: Macmillan, 1945. $2.00
Piper, Watty, The Ljttle Engine That Could
,
New York: Platt
and Munk, 1930. $.60





Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1941. $2.00
,
Where ’ s My Baby?
,
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1943.
,)1 . 00
Rojankovsky, Feodor, illustrator. The Tall Book of Mother
Goose
,
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Children* s books (cont’d)
Russell, Mary LaPetra, illustrator, Mother Goos e xuaynies , New
York: Samuel Gabriel Sons, 1940. *.75
,
The Mother Goose Boo if.
.
New York: Samuel Gabriel Sons,
.75 /
Sherrill, Dorothy, Little White Teddy Bear
,
New York: Farrar
and Rinehart, 1932 Slobodkin. $1.30




Slobodkina, Esphyr, Paps for Sale
,
New York: Will iar A. Scott,
1940. No price
Steiner, Charlotte, ABC, New York: Franklin Watts, 1946.
$1.00
Tarrant, M., Nursery Rhyme Book
,
Collins, 1945. (2.75









New York: Macmillan, 1930. „1.25
Tudor, Tasha, Mother Goose, New York: Oxford University, 1944
$2.00
,
Snow before Christmas, New York: Oxford University,
1941. FT.25
,
A Tale for Easter, New York: Oxford University, 1941.
$1725
bright, Ethel, Saturday Flight, New York: William R. Scott,
1944. $1.25
,
Saturday Ride, New York: William R. Scott, 1942. V1 . 25
,





































Aldrich, 0. Anderson and Mary M. Aldrich, Babies Are Human
Beings
.




editor, Children's Centers, New York:
William Morrow and Company, 1942. 168 pp. $1.50
,
Two to Six , New York: William Morrow and Company,
1942. 168 pp. $1.50
Association for Childhood Education Committee on Equipment
and Supplies, Portfolio on Materials for Work and Play ,
Washington, D. C. : Association for Childhood Education,
(no date). 12 leaflets. $.50
Baruch, Dorothy W.
,
Parents and Children Go to. School , New
York: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1939. 504 pp. $3.00
Catholic Woman Doctor, Growing Up , New York: Benziger
Brothers, 1946. 47 pp.' $. 50
Chaney, Margaret S. and Margaret Ahlborn, Nutrition , Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1943. 436 ppl $3. 18
Conway, Bertrand L.
,




The Health Program of a Day Nursery , New




Dixon, Madeline, High , Wide and Deep , New York: John Day,
1938. 300 pp.
,
Children Are Like That
,
New York: John Day, 1930.
206 pp.
Dorcy, Sister Mary Jean, Mary
,
My Mother , New York: Sheed and
Ward, 1944. 65 pp. $1 . 00
Foster, Josephine C. and Marion L. Mattson, Nursery School
Education
, New York: D. Appleton - Century Company,














































Furfey, Paul Hanly, You and Your Children , New York: Benziger
Brothers, Inc., 1929. 180 pp" $ . 50
Gesell, Arnold and Frances L. Ilg, Infant and Child in the
Culture of Today , New York: Harper and Brothers, 1943
399 pp. $4.00
,
The Child From Five to Ten , New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1946. 475 pp. $4.00
Haxton, Jennie N. and Edith Wilcox, St eo by Step in the
Nursery School , Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Doran
and Company, Inc. 1936. 224 pp. $1.50
Healy, Edwin F.
,




A Manual £or the Beginning Worker in a
Day Nursery
. New York: Child Welfare League of America,
Inc."^ (no date) 32 pp. $.50
Johnson, Harriet M.
,
Children in the Nursery School
.
New
York: The John Day Company, 1928. 325 pp^ $5.00
Kawin, Ethel, The Wise Choice of Toys . Chicago: University
of Chicago, 1946. 154 pp.’""
Kieff'er, F. J.
,
The Child and You . Milwaukee: Bruce Publish-
ing Company, 1941. $2.00
Kirk, Page, compiler, Make It for the Children
.
Washington,
D* C. : Association for Childhood Education, 1942. 36 Dp.
$•50
Kelly, William A. and Margaret R. Kelly, Introductory Child




Principles of Pediatrics and Pediatric
Nursing
, Philadelphia: F. A. Davis Company, 1945.
527 pp. $3.50
:
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Books for Adults ( continued)
Latz, Leo J.
,
The Rhythm of Sterility and Fertility in Women,
Chicago: Latz Foundation, 1946. $1.00
Lord, Daniel A.
,
Questions I »m Asked About Marriage . St.
Louis, Missouri: Queen’s Work, 1938. $1.00
McCarthy, Raphael C.
,
Training the Adolescent , Milwaukee:
Bruce Publishing Company, 1934. $2.50
Moore, Thomas Vemer, Principles of Ethics
.
Philadelphia:
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1943. 405 pp. $3.00
Neterer, Elizabeth and Alice M. Ewen, editors, Portfolio for
Kindergarten Teachers
.
Washington. D. C. : Association
for Childhood Education, (no date). 12 leaflets. $.50
,
Portfolio for Nursery School Teachers , Washington,
D.C.: Association for Childhood Education, (no date)
12 leaflets. $.50
,
Portfolio for Primary Teachers
.
Washington, D. C. :
Association for Childhood Education, (no date) 12
leaflets. $.50
,
and Lovisa C. Wa.goner, What Is a Nursery School ?
.
Washington, D. C.: Association for Childhood Education,
1940. 24 pp. $.35
Plimpton, Edna, Your Workshop. New York: Macmillan Company,
1926. 116 pp.
Redden, John D. and Francis A. Ryan, A Catholic Philosophy of
Education , Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Company, 1942.
605 pp. $2.50
Schmiedeler, Edgar and M. Rosa McDonough, Parent and Child
.
New York: D. Appleton-Century Co. (no date] ' $2 . 25
,
The Sacred Bond , New York: P. J. Kennedy and Sons,
1940. fl.35
'
Sister M. Rosalia, Child Psychology and Religion , New York:



































Spock, Benjamin, The Pocket Book of Baby and Child Care ,
New York: Pocket Books, Inc., 1946. 518 pp. $.25
Tri-Profession Conference on Day Care, Daytime Care a
Partnership of Three Professions
.
New York: Child
Welfare League of America, Inc., 1946. 31 pp. $.35
Updegraff, Ruth, et al.
,
Practice in Preschool Education .
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1938. 408 pp. $. 3.00
Wayne, T. G. Morals and Marriage
.
New York: Longmans, Green,
1936. 81 pp. $2.50
Wolf, Anna W. M., The Parent * s Manual
.
New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1944. 331 pp. $2.50
Music books.
Dalton, Alene, Myriel Ashton and Erla Young, My_ Picture
Book of Songs
.
New York: M. A. Donohue, 1947. $2.50
MacCarteney, Laura Pendleton, Songs for the Nursery Schoo l.
Cincinnati, Ohio: Willis Music Company, 1937. $1.50

III. FINANCE
The cost of the renovations on the building and the
purchase of new equipment will be paid by the Archbishop
Cushing Charity Fund, Incorporated. The architect’s estimate




Architect's and Engineering fees
The estimate for new equipment amounts to $10,000.00
Itemized estimates follow.
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Charles D. Maginnis, F. A. I. A. BOSTON 16, MASS. Edward J. Aisner, A. I. A.
Remi Langelier, A. I. A.
Charles D. Maginnis, Jr., A. I. A. Tel. COMmonwealth 6878 Harry H. Quarmby, A. I. A.
Eugene F. Kennedy, Jr., A. I. A. Please address all letters to the firm. Sherburne J. Watts, A. I. A.
' April 14, 1947.
COLtftoOS IVY aOKsLRY
E£wT UftTS tTVF»T. ^OUTii BCwTQK
. MfcS.
The following is a breakdown of cost as prepared by KsJLch Erothere
beeied on preliminary working drawings as prepared by Kir ginnis and fcalsh.
General contractor - Labor and Materials
Insurance end Tex .








































, 250.00 ... 29.486.00
43,456.X
$> 47,800.00
The following is a brief detail of the work figured: —
New rear stair welx - 12* brick walls, exterior faced with £•*». brick,
furred an- plastered, rist concrete roc^ Blab witn T. £ G. roofing,
steel stairs with granolithic treads and platforms. Stairwell ex-
tends up f*or main. roof access.
Boys' and Girls* Acilet end bster Play n©orae ere to have new terra zzo
floor and 4*0* glazed ceramic tile dado in **irst ^ioor aha A'O"
glazed ceramic tile dedo in second fLoor.
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Charles D. Maginriis, F. A. I. A. BOSTON 16, MASS.
Charles D. Maginnis, Jr., A. 1. A. Tel. COMmonwealth 6878
Eugene F. Kennedy, Jr., A. I. A. Please address all letters to the firm.
Columbus ify
V-^t fourth ^tre^t, ^stoga. A.-ss,
-2-
Pertitioas ere cinder block# plastered,
iicw asphalt tile floors are included in **irst sad second
floors kith asphalt tile br se throughout.
painting throughout is based on one coat on old work and two
coats on all new fork.
Mew interior doors ere 2-penel stock, 1 3/8" .hick.
borrowed eights ere glassed into wood *inish above plrster deco.
Acoustic tile is i/2" bconecou^tic.
Four pl?y slides ere included conflate kith iron railings,
presswood slides.
Heating work is b&eeo on usine present boiler and burner and such
radiation as is usable and installing aderuete nee .system.
Plumbing work is basec on ell neeessery new work end fixtures, ueine
present gas water ^eeter *or domestic hot water.
Electric work is based on new soecuate layout, including exit signs.
Dumbwaiter ia based on Peyne installation or modest character,
electrically operated, and includes three c^uabwaiter entrance doors
and a machine room with access door.
Cupboards snc cabinets ere wood, counters linoleum covered.
Fork not includedi
Furniture end rurnishings except those listed above
Shades and Screens
Owner* a Insurance
Architects and Engineering fees.
Edward J. Aisner, A. I. A.
Remi Langelier, A. I. A.
Harry H. Quarmby, A. I. A.
Sherburne J. Watts, A. I. A.
t. lO • M- . A.





























Budget for 1948 .
During the year 1948 there will be various sources of
income. The deficit will be made up by the Archbishop
Cushing Charity Fund, Incorporated.














Nursery Fees 1843.33 654.20 1962.60 2616.80 3140.00
Donat ions 5E3.00 45.00 135.00 180.00 500.00
Benefits and entertain-
ment s 108.13 324.39 432.50 500.00
Legacies 463.98 463.98
Special gifts 1900.00 1900.00 3700.00
Total Operating Receipts 2366.33 1271.31 4321.99 5593.28 7840.00
















Salaries 3300.00 3300 .00 9900 .00
Wages 1577.20 340 . 00 1580.00 1920.00 2860.00
Wat e r 135.51 15.00 45.00 60.00 60.00
Insurance 260.00 260.00 515.00
Interest on Mortgage 200 .00
Heat, light and gas 637.92 180.99 542.97 723. 76 725.00
Telephone 82.80 20 .70 62.10 82.80 85.00
Office Supplies 10.00 10.00 30.00
Household Supplies 405.34 150.13 390.39 526.52 525 .00
Postage and stationary 10.00 10.00 30.00
Repairs - furniture 211 .23 8.50 25.50 34.00 100.00
Repairs - play equipment 25.00
Replacements
New equipment
Pr ovi s ions 111.42 385.07 1155.01 1540.28 1700.00
Educational Supplies 30.00 30 .00 120 .00
Medical supplies 50.00 50.00 200.00
Mis cellaneous 116.34 75.06 225.18 300 . 24 300.00






4277.26 1155.00 7686.00 8841.00 19,775.00
<i
Supplementary budget inf ormation .
Salaries include
1 Director - full time .$2500.
3 Teachers - full time 5400.
1 Nurse - full time 2000.
Wages include
1 housekeeper - full time $1560
1 cook - part time 780
1 caretaker - part time 520
Insurance
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